IESBA Meeting (December 2020)

Agenda Item
2-C

Non-Assurances Services
Compilation of Comments on October 2020 Draft with Task Force Responses
Paragraph
No.

1 600.3

2

Raised by

Mike Ashley

Rich Huesken

Comment

Task Force response

The last sentence seems to be a statement of the obvious. In addition I
think if anything it seems to unnecessarily constrain the application of
the conceptual framework as even if there might be requirements and
application material for a particular type of non-assurance service the
conceptual framework is not “disapplied” so even in these circumstances if there is some particular nuance not covered by the specific
application material then you would look to the conceptual framework
to assist. As a consequence, I am not in favour of including this as it
stands.

The sentence was originally at the end of §600.5.
In view of comments received, the sentence has
been moved back to §600.5 and amended to
read:

It would seem to be better to delete the new sentence and leave the
extant wording in 600.5.

See proposed revision above.

“When providing a non-assurance service for
which there are no specific requirements and application material for a type of non-assurance
service are not included in the Code, the conceptual framework and the general provisions of this
section apply.”

Alternatively add the following sentence as the last line in 600.5
“In providing any non-assurance service for which there is not specific
requirements or application material in the Code, the conceptual
framework and the general provisions in this section should be applied.”

Prepared by: IESBA Staff (November 2020)
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Compilation of Comments on October 2020 Draft with Task Force Responses
As of December 2020

Paragraph
No.
3

Raised by

Comment

Liesbet
Haustermans

Under structure passive voice should be avoided. Therefore redraft as
follow perhaps? I also think we should specify “certain NAS” because
of the previous sentence and the context in general.

Task Force response
See proposed revision above.

“When the Code does not include spec req and AM for a certain type
of NAS the CF and GP in this section apply”

4 600.4

Mike Ashley

I’m not sure the first half of this sentence adds anything and adds to
the feeling of repetition...

In view of the introductory paragraph to each
sub-section, accepted and opening phrase deleted

5 600.5

Ellen Goria

Recommend that what remains in 600.5 be deleted because by moving the reference to the conceptual framework into to 600.3, the remaining sentence doesn’t seem to add enough warrant inclusion

Noted - addressed by moving the reference to
the conceptual framework etc back to §600.5

6

Liesbet
Haustermans

• I don’t like the word anticipate; I don’t see how the code can ‘predict’;
I find the original version better.

• Amended to - “… impossible to develop an exhaustive all-inclusive list of non-assurance services …”

• With the removal of this last sentence it feels like the action to the
observation is now missing in this paragraph. This is emphasized by
the fact that it is the last paragraph in this section.Therefore I recommend that you include again the last sentence of extant Code 604.4
A2

7 600.6 A1

Mike Ashley

Is this reference correct post R&M?
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• See proposed revision above

Updated to reference post R&M:
“Paragraphs R100.6 to 100.7 A1”

Compilation of Comments on October 2020 Draft with Task Force Responses
As of December 2020

Paragraph
No.

Raised by

Comment

Task Force response

8 600.9 A2

Liesbet
Haustermans

Delete “different” as not needed under structure principles.

“Different’ was inserted to address concerns that
section 600 is so focused on SRTs that other
threats might not receive appropriate consideration.

9

Liesbet
Haustermans

I don’t understand the link with how a service is provided. A service is
provided with pen or paper, by use of technology, with or without involvement of a client, a subcontractor etc. Therefore the reference to
personnel and location only doesn’t clarify a lot.
The reference to location is also raising questions cfr the discussion of
definition of office by the TTF

No change because this paragraph is subject to
change by the Technology Task Force.

10

Hiro Fukukawa

"The fees relating to the provision of the non-assurance service" -->
"The fee relating ..."? (If "service" is singular, should "fee" be singular
too?)

Amended to “fee”

11

Liesbet
Haustermans

Given the NAS is singular now should the fee not also?
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Compilation of Comments on October 2020 Draft with Task Force Responses
As of December 2020

Paragraph
No.
12 600.10 A2

Raised by
Liesbet
Haustermans

Comment
• The NWF does not perform the audit, and hence will also not be the
firm that obtains the information from the audit leading to A&R.
Hence delete NWF.
• Should it not be clarified that the A&R is a part of the audit? It
sounds now like the a firm or NWF can provide a NAS that could result in a SRT when the firm has identified the issue during the audit?
Is that the intention of the provision?
• Is this requirement in (a) not implicitly included in (b) because the
firm does not assume a MR, so why does this have to repeated?

Task Force response
• No change - whilst the responsibility for the audit lies with the firm signing the opinion, it is
possible that a network firm undertake some
audit procedures (e.g. for a foreign subsidiary)
and provide advice to that subsidiary.
• See proposed revision below
• See proposed revision below
• See proposed revision below

• In case the TF believes (a) should be kept: What about needed
changes to the internal controls given it is also the auditor’s role to
identify any significant weaknesses in the ICs relating to financial
statements? The easy fix is keeping only (b).
13

Mike Ashley

Should this be expanded to cover decisions related to the system of in- See proposed revision below.
ternal financial control? After all many of the points raised by auditors
are regarding control weaknesses and recommendations for improvements?

14

Andrew
Pinkney

• I am not clear why this is limited to information, and would suggest
extending this to "information or matters…”

Agenda Item 2-C
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See proposed revision below

Compilation of Comments on October 2020 Draft with Task Force Responses
As of December 2020

Paragraph
No.
15

Raised by
Andy Mintzer

Comment
• I am concerned that “information obtained in the course …” is too
broad. Merely information obtained while auditing does not mean
that it was “called for” or “necessary” or even “used by the auditors”
in performing the audit. And information obtained is also vague to
source – from the client? From a research project? – from public
sources?
• I don’t understand why the (a) and (b) sub-paragraphs add anything.
Aren’t those two aspects already described in the proposed Code?
(R400.13 and R400.14)

Task Force response
• Accepted - amended to read:
“Subject to paragraph R400.13, a firm or network firm may provide advice and recommendations to an audit client in relation to information or matters arising in the course of that
client’s audit. Examples of such advice and
recommendations are included in paragraph
601.2 A2”

• Suggests wording
“A firm or a network firm may provide advice and recommendations to an audit client when necessitated by the audit process.
Examples of such advice and recommendations are included in
paragraph 601.2 A2.”
16

Ellen Goria

Concerned that the scope of information obtained that gave rise to the
advice and recommendations is not specifically attributed to the audit
or review requirements. I am concerned that using the phrase “in the
course of the audit” as opposed to referencing the technical audit and
review standards might lead some readers to believe that what is intended to be included is information that they obtain during their audit,
that was not required to be obtained in order to be in compliance with
the audit or review standards.

Noted. See proposed revision above.

17

Rich Huesken

• Application material should just state that advice and recommendations provided during the course of the audit or assurance service is
not a non-assurance service. If this paragraph is thus changed, then
there is no need to reference the examples in 601.2 A2.
Noted. See proposed revision above.
• This last sentence should be deleted given the clarity of the prior
points in a) and b)

Noted. See proposed revision above.
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Compilation of Comments on October 2020 Draft with Task Force Responses
As of December 2020

Paragraph
No.
18

Raised by
Hiro Fukukawa

Comment
• It is still not completely clear to me what A&R can (or cannot) be provided as a NAS to an audit client.
- What is not clear to me here is whether a firm can provide A&R
on converting from one financial reporting framework to another
as a NAS (not in the audit process) to an audit client.
- If providing the A&R in the audit process does not create a threat
(601.2 A2), it should not create a SRT even if it is provided as a
NAS.
• My understanding is that a firm cannot convert from one financial reporting framework to another as a NAS provided to an audit client
because it creates a SRT, but it can provide A&R on converting from
one financial reporting framework to another as a NAS if any threat
created is at an acceptable level. Is it correct?

Task Force response
601.2 A2 specifies that it is “discussing how to
covert…”
Discussions about how to convert existing financial statements from one financial reporting
framework to another do not usually create
threats to independence, provided that the client
accepts responsibility for making decisions and
the firm does not assume a management responsibility.

• Clarifying the relationship between "converting" and "providing A&R
on converting" as a NAS would be helpful.

19 600.11 A1

Mike Ashley

I’m not sure what prompted this change, but I preferred the former articulation as to what factors could be relevant. After all if a factor is relevant we want to require the firm to consider it. This almost gives the
impression that even if a factor is relevant a firm only “might” consider
it?

20

Liesbet
Haustermans

This paragraph doesn’t appear to be 100% structure proof any longer;
please fix

21 600.12 A1

Mike Ashley

Do we want to allow for the fact that it may in fact be performed by a
technology system?

Agenda Item 2-C
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Amendment to respond to Board observation that
the bullets are not additional ‘factors’.
Amended introductory words to read as follows:
“In addition to considering-the factors set out
in paragraph 600.9 A2, factors that are relevant in a firm’s evaluation of the level of
threats to independence created where multiple non-assurance services are provided to
an audit client might include whether:”

For consideration by the Technology Task Force

Compilation of Comments on October 2020 Draft with Task Force Responses
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Paragraph
No.

22 R600.13

Raised by

Mike Ashley

Comment

I still don’t really like the use of probability here. If we are really saying
(which I think we are” that if there is a risk of a, b and c then that is the
definition of a self review threat then I think you don’t need it. If we
want to avoid the future tense why not just say “service creates a selfreview threat”. Makes the prohibitions later clearer as well in my view.

Task Force response

No change.
The terminology "might create” is stricter than
“creates" or "will create" because
• it sets a lower bar - and therefore the prohibition will be triggered wherever there is a
possibility that a self-review threat will be
created; and
• the alternative, ‘creates ’or‘ will create’,
would leave open the possibility that a firm
would make an assessment and decide it
could provide a non-assurance service because it was not satisfied that a self-review
threat would be created. In that situation, if
a self-review threat subsequently emerged,
the firm would be able to say that at the
time they did the evaluation, it was not clear
that a SRT would definitely be created.
The use of‘ might create ’is intended to avoid situations where firms make assessments that
prove misconceived and then have to address a
situation where they have not complied with the
independence requirements.
The phrase “evaluating whether there is a risk
that” operationalises/emphasises the threshold of
“might create” – it is not saying anything different.

Agenda Item 2-C
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Compilation of Comments on October 2020 Draft with Task Force Responses
As of December 2020

Paragraph
No.
23

Raised by

Comment
Concern/confusion has been expressed about the interaction between
sub-paragraphs (a), (b) and (c).

Task Force response
Sub-paragraphs (b) and (c) were included because they represent two of the component elements of a self-review threat.
To simplify the paragraph, §R600.13 has been
amended by combining sub-paragraphs (b) and
(c) as follows:
"Before providing a non-assurance service to an
audit client, a firm or network firm shall determine
whether the provision of that non-assurance service might create a self-review threat by evaluating whether there is a risk that:
(a) The results of the service will form part of or
affect the accounting records, the internal
controls over financial reporting, or the financial statements on which the firm will express
an opinion; and
(b) In the course of the audit of those financial
statements on which the firm will express an
opinion, the audit team will evaluate or rely
on any judgments made or activities performed by the firm or network firm in the
course of providing the non-assurance service."
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Compilation of Comments on October 2020 Draft with Task Force Responses
As of December 2020

Paragraph
No.
24

Raised by
Ellen Goria

Comment
Readability concerns as well as application concerns. Moving from
“will” to “might” will lead to significant inconsistency in application of
this requirement as well as other requirements where this change was
made (e.g., R600.15, R603.5). The prohibitions will be based on probability assessments made by each firm, each individual and in many
cases would not represent actual or apparent self-review threats.

Task Force response
• See response to Mike Ashley’s comments
• See preceding response and proposed
revision.

Readability could be improved (and as such consistent application) if
the lead-in was drafted into 2 sentences with the second sentence being more conclusive that when a-c exist the self-review threat will exist.
Following is my suggestion:
“Before providing a non-assurance service to an audit client, a firm
or a network firm should determine whether the provision of that
non-assurance service might create a self-review threat. A self-review threat will exist if the firm or network firm concludes that
The results of the service will affect the accounting records….
In the course of the audit of those financial statements, the results
of the service will be subject to audit procedures; and
When performing such audit procedures, the audit team will evaluate or rely on any…”
25

Liesbet
Haustermans

Should be: ‘are subject ’(English Grammar, because of ‘when’)

Agenda Item 2-C
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No change - overtaken by proposed revision

Compilation of Comments on October 2020 Draft with Task Force Responses
As of December 2020

Paragraph
No.
26

Raised by
Rich Huesken

Comment

Task Force response

The wording in §120.6 A3 (b) and in §600.12.A1, which are consistent, See response to Mike Ashley’s comments
do not use “might”. They use “will not”. §600.12. A1 should not be differing from or conflicting with the conceptual framework. which was not See preceding response and proposed revision.
supposed to be changed by this project.

Evaluating the risk of a risk differs from the principles of the Code and
in the conceptual framework. Reference 120.6 A3 b.
A non-assurance services either creates or will create a self-review
threat, and if so, is not permitted.
The evaluation of whether a self-review threat will be created is assessed. in practice, before audits are accepted and before performing
any NAS for an audit client. If a NAS will ever create a SR threat then
it is not to be performed. The concept of a “risk of risk” does not make
sense in terms of the assessment that must be performed, before
providing a NAS, of whether a SR threat will be created.
Would suggest the sentence use the word “will” instead of “might” and
end at the word “whether:”

27 600.14 A1

Andrew
Pinkney

600.14 A1 etc - these paras are really a subset of the piece above
dealing with the self review threat and I wonder if that could be made
clearer. At present R600.15 jars a bit with the overlapping R that follows at R600.18.

No change

28 600.15

Rich Huesken

Change “might” to “will” here and in all other places throughout the
document.

No change - see response to Mike Ashley’s comment re §R600.13

Agenda Item 2-C
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Compilation of Comments on October 2020 Draft with Task Force Responses
As of December 2020

Paragraph
No.
29

Raised by

Comment

Liesbet
Haustermans

Because of the “might create a SRT” it is important that this paragraph
is linked back to R600.13, to explain that such SRT is created if you
meet the three prong test. Add at the end of the sentence:

Task Force response
Accepted - Added “(Ref: Para. 600.12 and
R600.13)”

“…opinion, as described in paragraph R600.13”

30 600.16 A1

Liesbet
Haustermans

I don’t think materiality is a factor when you identify a threat. It is only
coming in when you evaluate the level of the threat

Accepted - deleted “when identifying and”

31 §600.15 A1
(previously
600.16 A2)

Mike Ashley

Is ‘expressly ’needed – a prohibition is a prohibition?

Accepted - deleted ‘expressly’

32 600.17 A3

Hiro Fukukawa

"Having an appropriate reviewer who was not involved in providing the
service review the audit work or service provided"
--> "Having an appropriate reviewer who is not an audit team member
and who was not involved in providing the service review the audit
work or service provided"?

No change - the objective of the suggested
amendment is achieved by first bullet.

33

Liesbet
Haustermans

I don’t believe we use “e.g.” under structure; it should be “for example”
instead.

Accepted - amended as suggested

This paragraph has been moved to become application material to §R600.15

Agenda Item 2-C
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Compilation of Comments on October 2020 Draft with Task Force Responses
As of December 2020

Paragraph
No.

Raised by

34 R600.18/R600 Mike Ashley
.19
(Deleted)

35

Andrew
Pinkney

Comment

Task Force response

Given we have now separated this out from TCWG I’m now slightly
confused as to what these two paragraphs together in combination
with R600.8 are intended to do. R600.8 requires the auditor to identify,
evaluate and address threats from providing a non-assurance service
to an audit client – which for a PIE includes upstream and sister entities. Clearly if that threat cannot be reduced to an acceptable level
then the conceptual framework would dictate that either the service
cannot be provided, or the auditor has to resign the audit engagement.
R600.18 simply seems to be a re-articulation of that concept (although
it might be held to prevent the firm from contemplating resignation as
auditor?) but confined just to downstream controlled entities? R600.19
then extends the consideration back to related parties, but without
specifying the consequences if the conclusion is that independence is
impacted? If we want somewhere to make clear that the firm needs to
specifically consider (and address) threats to independence caused by
services to related entities of PIEs which are not directly or indirectly
controlled then couldn’t that be more easily done through application
material?

In view of the concerns raised in relation to proposed §R600.18 and §R600.19, the Task Force
proposes to address the various concerns by deleting §R600.18 and §R600.19 and is proposing
a three-pronged approach to clarify its proposals
relating to firm communication with TCWG. See
Section II. C. of Agenda 2-A.

R600.18/19 are new. These raise a question over the interaction with
R400.20, R600.15 and existing R600.24 (which is an important para). This should all be based on the related entity provision
in R400.20:
R600.15 extends upstream in the case (today) of listed audit clients (in
the case of self review).
New R600.18 extends to the client and subs only
New R600.19 deals with services to all other REs including upstream
entities.
R600.24 is an exception for mgt responsibilities and NAS upstream.
So 600.24 is needed due to R400.20 and R600.15 only.
Do these 5 paras work together? No. My assessment is that new
18/19 are not needed and are confusing. They conflict with the others.

Agenda Item 2-C
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Paragraph
No.

Raised by

Comment

Task Force response

(.15/24) The application of the NAS prohibitions derives from R400.20,
subject to paras .15 and .24.
36

Ellen Goria

Readability could be enhanced as the length of the sentence and double negative makes this complicated. Suggest the substance of .18
and .19 be combined into one paragraph consisting of 3 sentences. In
addition, to appropriately align the safeguard with the threat, recommend the related entity also be consolidated (see R600.21 discussion
for details). Following is my suggested wording:

Deleted - see Section II. C. of Agenda 2-A.

“A firm or network firm shall not provide a non-assurance service to
an audit client that is a public interest entity when those services
are either prohibited or give rise to threats that cannot be eliminated
or reduced to an acceptable level by safeguards. In addition, a firm
or network firm would be prohibited from providing these services to
related entities over which the audit client has direct or indirect control and are consolidated. For all other related entities, the firm or
network firm should consider whether the non-assurance service
creates a threat to the firm’s independence as auditor of the public
interest entity.”
37

Hiro Fukukawa

"... unless the firm has concluded ... , or if such non-assurance service
gives ..."
--> "... unless the firm has concluded ... , and if such non-assurance
service gives ..."?

38

Rich Huesken

R600.18 and 19 are unnecessary as they are already captured within
the Code and therefore is a repetition, which does not fit with the purpose of the Structure project of removing repetition in the Code.

Agenda Item 2-C
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In view of the concerns raised in relation to proposed §R600.18 and §R600.19, the Task Force
proposes to address the various concerns by deleting §R600.18 and §R600.19 and is proposing
a three-pronged approach to clarify its proposals
relating to firm communication with TCWG. See
Section II. C. of Agenda 2-A.
Deleted - see above.

Compilation of Comments on October 2020 Draft with Task Force Responses
As of December 2020

Paragraph
No.
39

Raised by
Liesbet
Haustermans

Comment
• Remove these paragraphs §R600.18 and §R600.19 as it is unclear
how they interact with the defined term audit client, and the not subject to audit exception.
• For the assessment re. permissibility of the provision of the service
the scope should always be the audit client, which includes its related entities, which for a listed entity means up/over and down taking into consideration materiality; for a non listed only downstream
controlled but you need to take into consideration any other relationships if you know or have reason to believe they impact the independence assessment. Don’t forget there is also the not subject to
audit exception from R600.24 if eg. the parent upstream is not audited by the firm or there is a common controlled sister in the mix
also not audited. This paragraph says somehow what R600.19 is
getting at (I am guessing though).
• Given we have R400.20 and R600.24 and their interaction I am not
sure why these paragraphs are needed here. Especially the specific
reference to controlled entities makes it all very confusing given the
definition of audit client goes further in the case of a listed entity.
• I wonder if this specific reference to controlled entities in the assessment of permissibility and the firm’s conclusions can lead to an interpretation that for NAS there is a deviation from the defined term audit
client. I would caution the TF not to go this route.
• I do see merit to see a reference to controlled entity in the AC approval paragraphs as long as it is worded properly there.
• This means that for a material significant influence investment of a
listed entity, you can apply a pure threats and safeguards approach/conceptual framework approach with application of safeguards whereas under R400.20 this entity falls under the definition of
audit client and hence is prohibited under eg.R600.15 when there is
a SI threat? Is that what the TF means?

Agenda Item 2-C
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Task Force response
In view of the concerns raised in relation to proposed §R600.18 and §R600.19, the Task Force
proposes to address the various concerns by deleting §R600.18 and §R600.19 and is proposing
a three-pronged approach to clarify its proposals
relating to firm communication with TCWG. See
Section II. C. of Agenda 2-A.

Compilation of Comments on October 2020 Draft with Task Force Responses
As of December 2020

Paragraph
No.

40 R600.19 (previously
41 R600.21)

42

43

Raised by

Comment

Mike Ashley

Is the “reacceptance” of an existing engagement a concept which is
understood – what are the criteria that dictate the need for reacceptance?

Hiro Fukukawa

"Before a firm or a network firm accepts an engagement or reacceptance of an existing engagement ..."
--> "Before a firm or a network firm accepts an engagement or re-accepts an existing engagement ..."?

Liesbet
Haustermans

• “Reacceptance” is not a term known under the code; paras R320.9
uses the term continuance of a recurring engagement. In fact that
para R320.2 doesn’t require you to “re-accept”; it just requires the PA
to periodically review whether to continue with the engagement.
Therefore it is unclear what is expected from a re-acceptance perspective and when and how often this has to happen.
“…an engagement or when periodically reviewing whether to
continue with a recurring engagement” perhaps?
• However this sentence is becoming very long and very difficult from
a structure perspective to understand and it looses clarity as a result.
Consider deleting the reference to continuance, or alternatively split
the sentence is multiple sentences.
• This language (“… over which the audit client has direct or indirect
control …”should become aligned to the approach taken by the Fees
TF (which is aligned to practice in the PE complex environments)

Agenda Item 2-C
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Task Force response

In view of the concerns raised in relation to proposed §R600.18 and §R600.19, the Task Force
proposes to address the various concerns by deleting §R600.18 and §R600.19 and is proposing
a three-pronged approach to clarify its proposals
relating to firm communication with TCWG. See
Section II. C. of Agenda 2-A.
•

“…reacceptance of an existing engagement…” is replaced with “…changes to
an existing engagement…”

Compilation of Comments on October 2020 Draft with Task Force Responses
As of December 2020

Paragraph
No.
44

Raised by
Ellen Goria

Comment

Task Force response

Significant concerns with R600.21 and to other paragraphs where provisions apply to related entities that the audit client has direct or indirect control. In addition to readability concerns, I believe extending the
requirement to related entities over which the audit client has direct or
indirect control as opposed to only related entities that are consolidated, does not appropriately align the safeguard with the threat. This
is because if left as drafted, the requirement will pull in portfolio companies in private equity funds even when they operate independently
from the investment advisor or general partner of the fund. To address
these two concerns, I suggest the following revision:

In view of the concerns raised in relation to proposed §R600.18 and §R600.19, the Task Force
proposes to address the various concerns by deleting §R600.18 and §R600.19 and is proposing
a three-pronged approach to clarify its proposals
relating to firm communication with TCWG. See
Section II. C. of Agenda 2-A.

“Before a firm or a network firm accepts a new or agrees to continue an existing engagement to provide a non-assurance service to
an audit client that is a public interest entity which, for this purpose,
shall include only related entities over which the audit client has direct or indirect control, the firm shall provide those charged with
governance of the public interest entity with sufficient information to
enable them to make an informed decision about the impact of the
provision of such a non-assurance service on the firm’s independence. This requirement should also be applied to related entities
that the audit client has direct or indirect control and consolidates.”
45

Rich Huesken

Suggested revision: “accepts the extension or renewal of an existing
engagement”.

Agenda Item 2-C
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“…reacceptance of an existing engagement…” is
replaced with “…changes to an existing engagement…”

Compilation of Comments on October 2020 Draft with Task Force Responses
As of December 2020

Paragraph
No.
46 600.19 A1
(previously
600.21 A1)

Raised by
Liesbet
Haustermans

Comment
4th bullet - To avoid this complex structure of whether followed immediately by when, should the sentence not better be turned around?
Start with when:
“when the firm to audit client, whether the combined effect…

47 R600.20
(b)(previously
R600.22 (b))

48

Mike Ashley

Liesbet
Haustermans

Task Force response
Noted - amended 4th bullet to read
“Whether , when a firm or network firm provides multiple non-assurance services to an
audit client, the combined effect of such
providing multiple non-assurance services
creates threats to independence or changes
the level of threats that were previously identified and evaluated”

I’m sure I’ve made the point before, but apologies if not. This doesn’t
seem to allow for the threat being at an acceptable level to start with?
You could accommodate this relatively easily by rephasing to say ”or is
at an acceptable level considering the safeguards (if any) that the firm
proposes to apply”

Amended to align the language with that used in
§R600.19 (a) (ii) above as follows:

Should this not be rather be “Any threat to independence is at an acceptable level” ?

• A threat can be eliminated by adjusting the
scope of the service to be provided or which is
already being provided

How can the threat be fully eliminated if the service is still being provided? The circumstance that creates the threat in the context of an
audit client is the NAS itself, no? So eliminating the threat doesn’t that
mean by definition that you don’t provide the service? It would also be
sufficient when the threat is at an acceptable level to provide the NAS.

Agenda Item 2-C
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“The firm’s assessment that provision of the nonassurance service will not create a threat to the
firm’s independence from the audit client, or that
the threat will be eliminated or that safeguards
the firm proposes to apply will reduce such threat
to an acceptable level”

• See proposed revision set out in preceding
comment

Compilation of Comments on October 2020 Draft with Task Force Responses
As of December 2020

Paragraph
No.

Raised by

Comment

Task Force response

49 600.20 A2
(previously
600.22 A2

Ellen Goria

Readability could be enhanced. The following would replace entire par- Accepted. Amend paragraph to read as follows:
agraph:
“Where an audit client includes one or more
“When an audit client includes more than one public interest entity,
public interest entities, it might be appropriate
the firm or network firm is encouraged to work with those charged
for the firm and those charged with governwith governance at these entities to determine what process the
ance of the public interest entities to agree
firm should use to obtain approval including which entities it should
the process for obtaining concurrence before
obtain approval.”
the non-assurance service can be provided.”

50

Liesbet
Haustermans

Should this AM not rather be something along the following line? The
proposed version is not clear with whom that process is agreed.
“Where an audit client includes one or more public interest entities,
it might be appropriate that the firm agrees with those charged with
governance of the public interest entities involved the process for
obtaining concurrence before the NAS can be provided.”
Do we actually need the “by which and from whom” as that is achieved
through the process agreement?

51 R600.21,
600.21 A1
and R600.223

IOSCO,
IFIAR,
IRBA,
CEAOB,
IAASA,
UKFRC,
+
PIOB

To address the comments made by 6 regulators, including 2 members
of the Monitoring Group, and supported by the PIOB

These paragraphs have been developed to set
out the position where a firm or network firm that
audits a PIE provides a NAS to an entity that
controls that PIE. They set out the steps to be
taken to inform TCWG of the PIE and obtain concurrence with the firm’s conclusion that the provision of that NAS will not create a threat to the
firm’s independence as auditor of the PIE.
Refer to the draft text for these provisions
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Paragraph
No.

Raised by

52 R600.242
(c)/600.242
A1

Mike Ashley

(Previously
600.23(c) and
600.23 A1)

Comment
Rereading R600.23 (c) and 600.23 A1, there is a slight disconnect in
that the actions that it is suggested the firm can take are just recommending the audit client to do something. Does that mean if it makes
those recommendations it meets the requirement of “implement such
actions” irrespective of whether the client then acts on the recommendation?

Task Force response
Accepted. §R600.24 (c) revised to read
“The firm and those charged with governance
agree and implement further actions to address
any threats to independence that are not an acceptable level.”
The lead-in to §600.23 A1 amended to read:
“Examples of actions that the firm might suggest to the audit client include recommending
that the audit client engage another firm to:
• Review or re-perform ….
• Evaluate the results …”

53

Liesbet
Haustermans

We are not taking the action, just recommending it, so this should say:

See proposed revision above.

“Examples of actions the firm might recommend include:”

54 R600.25
(c)(iii)
(Previously
R600.24
(c)(iii))

Mike Ashley

An example of where we don’t use “might”

This is the extant wording

55 600.26 A1
(Previously
600.25 A1)

Liesbet
Haustermans

The introduction should be rephrased as follows “documentation of the
firm’s conclusions regarding compliance with this section in accordance with…” as that is the requirement under R400.60 (the firm shall
document conclusions regarding compliance with this part…)

Accepted - amended to read as follows:
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Paragraph
No.
56

Raised by
Liesbet
Haustermans

Comment
What is the expectation here? Would it be sufficient to say that you
emailed TCWG some information? I don’t think it matters to describe
what steps you have taken to inform them; what matters is that they
concurred with the conclusion that the NAS is permissible.

Task Force response
Accepted - amended to read as follows:
“… entity, the steps taken to provide information to, and obtain concurrence from …”

“…that is a PIE, the fact that TCWG concurred with the provision of
the service and the firm’s assessment that any threat to independence has been eliminated or that safeguards reduce such threat to
an acceptable level.”

57 601.2 A2

Mike Ashley

Not sure why this couldn’t include network firm?

58

Liesbet
Haustermans

I am asking you once again to move this paragraph up instead of hav- No change - effect achieved by cross-reference
ing it here with a cross reference above. Given audit tasks are inin §600.10 A2.
cluded in a subsection which is describing a NAS that is different and
that requires pre-approval from TCWG before you can provide it, it now
creates the perception that you also need pre-approval for these kind
of services. That is an unintended consequence of having these paras
here; this problem was not existing before when there were no pre-approval requirements in the code.

59 601.4 A1

Hiro Fukukawa

In the extant Code, the phrase "routine and mechanical" is generally
used. Why has the TF determined to change "and" to "or"?
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Paragraph
No.
60

61

Raised by
Rich Huesken

Liesbet
Haustermans

Comment
Not clear on what “technical expertise” means. Is it about the level of
technical knowledge, understanding of the technology, etc.? If it suggests that having experience using the tool, not sure that is what was
intended. Extant language for routine and mechanical is well understood and not clear this addition is helpful.

The aim was to make it clear that the level of the
technical ability required should be minimal.

• Re (a) - Why does management need to make any judgments? Or
even may not do it? I am unclear on the message of this paragraph.
A routine or mechanical service is one where the firm does not perform any judgement when they execute it as it is a “simple” service.

(a) - There may be assumptions to be made or
criteria to be applied which the firm will then
apply to a large data set on a mechanical basis. The working hypothesis is that those
should be determined by management. That
will be explained in the Basis for Conclusions.

• Re (b) - You need technical expertise for whatever service; the point
is that you don’t need to use prof judgment. See comment above.
Delete the reference to technical expertise.

62 R601.5

Mike Ashley

Task Force response

Is the latter part of this sentence needed – “… in relation to the audit of
the financial statements on which the firm will express an opinion.”

No change. Changes to the Code to align with
ISQM 1and 2 to be addressed holistically.

(b) - See answer to preceding comment.

Accepted - the words are unnecessary given the
reference earlier in the sentence to the service
being provided “to an audit client”.

Surely it is inherent in the definition of self review threat – R600.13 (a)?
Therefore “in relation to the audit of the financial
statements on which the firm will express an
opinion” deleted
63

Liesbet
Haustermans

Make sure this gets cross referenced to R600.13 and 15 to ensure the
provisions work together by adding “, as described in paragraphs
R600.13 and R600.15”

Accepted - - Added “(Ref: Para. 600.12 and
R600.13)”

64

PIOB

“… if the provision of such accounting and bookkeeping services might
create a self-review threat” should be deleted

Accepted - the words are superfluous given that
§601.3 A1 already provides that a threat is created by the provision of bookkeeping/accounting
services. Delete words
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No.

Raised by

Comment

Task Force response

65 602.3 A1

Mike Ashley

Should this be “or” rather than “and”?

66

Ellen Goria

No change - extant text
Is the term “usually” needed. If so, then think “when” should be replaced by “because”. If “usually” is deleted then “because” does not
need to be added since the conclusion is that a threat is not created
when the services meet the routine or mechanical criteria of being clerical in nature and require little to no technical expertise and professional judgement. For clarity purposes, recommend “are” be replaced
by “meet the routine or mechanical criteria of being”. The revisions
would read as follows:

Accepted - amended

“Providing administrative services to an audit client does not usually
create a threat when because such services are meet the routine or
mechanical criteria of being clerical in nature and require little or no
technical expertise and professional judgment.”
67

Rich Huesken

As comment to §601.4 A1.

See response to §601.4 A1

68 602.2 A2

Liesbet
Haustermans

I would argue that advising a client on filing dates requires technical
knowledge or even simple document formatting, you need to have the
technical expertise in eg. Word to be able to execute the task.
It is more the fact that the service itself is of a clerical nature that matters.

No change other than to reinstate “statutory”

69 603.3 A1

Liesbet
Haustermans

Delete last sentence, it goes against the drafting principles.

The sentence has been included to avoid any
possibility (identified by a number of respondents) that, because the factors under the heading
‘All Audit Clients’ address the evaluation of both
self-review and advocacy threats, auditors of
PIEs might conclude that a SRT could be addressed by safeguards
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No.

Raised by

Comment

Task Force response

70 603.4 A1

Ellen Goria

Agree with Mike and Liesbet that “widely accepted” should be reinserted.

No change - deleted as respondents concerned
that phrase is too subjective

71

Liesbet
Haustermans

Look at extent code, there is the piece missing now on ‘widely accepted’, can you add in again as it is needed.

See preceding response

72 R603.5

Mike Ashley

See comment on R601.5

See response at row #62

73

Liesbet
Haustermans

Make sure this gets cross referenced to R600.13 and 15 to ensure the
provisions work together

See response at row #63

74 R604.4/604.12 Mike Ashley
A2

If we want to use this I would use “is confident” which I think conveys a
higher degree of certainty than “has confidence”

Accepted - amended

75

• I wonder whether having confidence (100% certainty) that it is >50%
likely to prevail, is that possible and perhaps not a contradiction?
• Can we assign human qualities to a firm (having confidence)? Is
there another case like this in the extant code?
• I still prefer the more likely than not test, especially in combination
with the confidence level.
• As above, in combination with the confidence requirement, I think we
can go for the more likely than not test. This way we will address
comments from respondents in a proper way.

• Confidence is a state of being clear-headed either that a hypothesis or prediction is correct;
The feeling or belief that one can have faith in
or rely on someone or something.

Liesbet
Haustermans
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Paragraph
No.
76

Raised by

Comment

Rich Huesken

In practice, “more likely than not” and “likely to prevail” have long been
understood to be the same standard and have been applied as being
the same.

• Concern at the threshold - “likely to prevail” -

The international accounting and auditing standards, the FASB accounting standards and the existing US auditing standards apply the
concept of more likely than not. This concept is also in laws and regulations in some jurisdictions. The IIS have not historically and should
not differ from these accounting and auditing standards which have
been subject to due process.

• The proposal to replace that term with “more

If the phrases are the viewed as the same standard, then the wording
is not of concern and the basis for conclusion should say they are
equivalent standards.

Further, if the standards are equivalent then the use of the phrase “the
firm is confident that” is not needed
If the task force intends a different standard, there is no basis sited in
the project materials for why the change is needed from the standard
historically applied.
If the standard of likely to prevail is to be something different, what
standard would that be and what is the basis for such revised standard. Also if there is a new standard for likely to prevail, how is this to
be measured? No deliberation of that has occurred.
Any change in standard for likely to prevail was not exposed and was
not described as being a different standard than historical usage of
likely to prevail. If likely to be prevail standard is being changed, the
document needs to be re-exposed.

Task Force response

has been raised by respondents to the ED, by
the CAG and by the PIOB.

likely than not to prevail” does not address
those concerns - it is a term of art construed
as meaning a threshold of 50.1%; and there
are translation issues.

• The issue was discussed with the Forum of
Firms. The majority view was that the approach should achieve a threshold that is
• Consistent in both §R604.4 and §604.12
A2 (a) and (b);
• Expressed in plain language - i.e. does not
use jargon or terms of art that will not be
consistently understood globally; and
• Translatable.

• As discussed at Section II. D. of Agenda Item
2-A, the Task Force's proposed revision:
• Addresses the threshold issue by introducing the concept of ‘confidence’;
• Utilizes “likely to prevail” - which (i) is not
regarded as term of art, and (ii) is used in
the extant Code where it has not given rise
to translation issues

• The ED highlighted the change to subsection
604 and, specifically, the introduction of
§R604.4, and included a specific question
(#10) in relation to §R604.4.
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Paragraph
No.
77

Raised by
Andrew
Pinkney

Comment

Task Force response

See response at row #76
• This appears marginally better than the previous version but not as
clear as the US/SEC test. We can read this alternative as driving at a
higher standard than "more likely than not" but as it does not specify
what that standard is, it may cause confusion in the market.
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Paragraph
No.
78

Raised by
Andy Mintzer

Comment

Task Force response

• Non-PE entities (generally) do not have access to the resources that
PIE entities have. Therefore it is in the public interest for non-PIE
entities to turn to their PA for tax expertise and business acumen. In
this case the tax expertise helps the non-PIE thoughtfully and legally
navigate what can be complex tax regulations to help them legitimately preserve their assets – which will help the non-PIEs reinvest
in their communities and help with their success. Which I believe is
in the public interest.

• §R604.4 does not address the provision of tax
advice in response to an audit client’s request;
it addresses the “marketing, planning or opining in favor of a tax treatment that was initially
recommended … by the firm”.

• I am troubled (for Non-PIEs) with “a significant purpose” versus the
previously proposed language of the “principal purpose”. I realize
that “a significant purpose” tracks with the PCAOB rule – but I don’t
think PIE restrictions need to apply to non-PIE auditors.
• We should consider if the scope of this provision should wait until the
tax WG completes its work. I previously did not think so but I am a
member of the Tax Planning WG…Since approving the exposure
draft as an IESBA board member I have participated in many Tax
WG outreach events. It is now clear to me that the phrase “tax
avoidance” has different meanings in different parts of the world. And
these differences are significant – like “good” versus “bad” significant. I am now concerned that the introduction of jargon like “tax
avoidance” might be pre-mature until the on-going tax project is complete.
• I recognize that “tax avoidance” is in the PCAOB rule – however if we
merely pick-up the phrase “tax avoidance” from the PCAOB rule
without also picking up the key jargon used in the PCAOB rule of
“aggressive” and “more likely than not” then I fear that “tax avoidance” will be a problematic undefined and widely interpreted phrase.
For that reason I don’t believe it prudent to introduce a new phrase
(tax avoidance) into the Code before the tax WG project is completed. Or we define the term for purposes of this provision.
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Paragraph
No.
79

Raised by
Ellen Goria

Comment
Significant concerns with R604.4. The exposure draft explained that
R604.4 was “…adopted from the U.S. Public Accounting Oversight
Board’s Rule 3522.” However, based upon the discussions at the last
two meetings combined with the task force’s response in “Agenda Item
2C Compilation of CAG and IESBA Comments TF Responses” that it
“believes that the circumstances being addressed in §R604.4 and
§604.12 A2 require a threshold that is greater than just over 50%” (emphasis added) it appears adopted from PCAOB Rule 3533 was not intended to mean align with PCAOB Rule 3522. Rather, that the tax services covered by R604.4 should cover circumstances that go well beyond aggressive tax position transactions (a.k.a. tax shelters) covered
by PCAOB Rule 3522.
Because it appears the scope of services covered by R604.4 is significantly more robust than initially understood; is an outright prohibition;
and, applies to both PIEs and non-PIEs, I recommend that the scope
of R604.4 be adjusted to align with PCAOB Rule 3522 to cover only
aggressive tax position transactions. I recommend as a follow up step,
that the IESBA request the Tax Planning and Related Services Working Group, add to its terms of reference, fact finding as to what other
services should be covered by R604.4. This will allow for a transparent
discussion of the threats to independence; clear understanding of the
services covered and greater compliance/less noncompliance.

However, if the task force does not agree with my recommendation,
then it is important that the task force provide robust application guidance that will provide the necessary clarity so firms will understand
what services are prohibited. Examples of clarity include what services
are covered and what is meant by “a significant purpose” and “likely to
prevail”. It would also be helpful for the task force to consider not extending the prohibition to entities that are not PIEs.
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No.

Raised by

Comment

80 Title of different parts of
sub-section

Liesbet
Haustermans

The formatting of this title with A and B… is that appropriate under
structure?

This approach was developed to aid a reader
navigate a subsection that addresses multiple,
different types of service of a particular nature Tax and Legal Advice. It was used in the ED.

81 R604.10

Mike Ashley

See comment on R601.5

See response #62

82

Liesbet
Haustermans

Make sure this gets cross referenced to R600.13 and 15 to ensure the
provisions work together by adding “, as described in paragraphs
R600.13 and R600.15”

See response #63

83

PIOB

“… if such calculations might create a self-review threat in relation to
the audit of the financial statements on which the firm will express an
opinion.” Should be deleted

Accepted - the words are superfluous given that
§604.8 A1 already provides that a threat is created by the preparation of tax calculations of current and deferred tax liabilities (or assets) and
have been deleted

84 604.12 A1

Liesbet
Haustermans

“Will” should be deleted. (English Grammar – after ‘when’)

No change

85 604.12 A2

Mike Ashley

Be consistent

See response re R604.4
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Paragraph
No.

Raised by

Comment

Task Force response

86 604.12 A3

Ellen Goria

Recommend moving the factor related to a tax treatment being supported by a ruling or being cleared by the tax authority before the preparation of the financial statements be moved to 604.12 A2 because
when this occurs, it seems to me that the self-review threat would not
exist.

No change. The text in both paragraphs is
based on the extant Code and the tests in
§604.12 A2 has been extensively discussed with
the Forum of Firms.

87 R604.15

Mike Ashley

See comment on R601.5

See response #62

88

Liesbet
Haustermans

Make sure this gets cross referenced to R600.13 and 15 to ensure the
provisions work together by adding “, as described in paragraphs
R600.13 and R600.15”

See response #63

89 604.16 A1

Liesbet
Haustermans

Should be a “might” io ‘can’

Accepted - amended to ‘might'

90 R604.19

Mike Ashley

See comment on R601.5

See response #62

91

Rich Huesken

What does incorporated mean – that the results as reelected in the tax
return, or the valuation is attached to the return? Does incorporated
mean that the valuation is in support of the tax filing position?

• The phrase is also included in §604.18 A1 and
this was change was to achieve consistency in
the text.

Why is the change made given the statements that the service is permitted if not self review threat?

• As the key point is that the valuation will be
subject to external review, delete “, as incorporated in a tax return or other filing,”
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Paragraph
No.
92

Raised by
Liesbet
Haustermans

Comment
• Under structure: “such a threat” given the threat is defined right
above in the same para.

Task Force response
• Accepted - delete “self-review”
• See response #63

• Make sure this gets cross referenced to R600.13 and 15 to ensure
the provisions work together by adding “, as described in paragraphs
R600.13 and R600.15”

93 R604.19 (b)

Mike Ashley

I still think this comes too late in the process to remove a self review
threat.

No change. The hypothesis is that the valuation
has been undertaken using techniques or methodologies based on generally accepted standards or prescribed by law or regulation and will
be subject to external review. In those circumstances it is reasonable to presume that the external review will ensure the techniques/methodologies etc will be properly applied.

94 604.20 A1

Mike Ashley

Is it clear that “assistance” which only involves providing factual information to the client does not constitute a “service” as it might be
charged for?

No change. If only factual information is being
provided - albeit for a fee - the provision of such
information would not create either a self-review
or an advocacy threat.

95 604.22 A1

Liesbet
Haustermans

Delete last sentence, it goes against the drafting principles.

See response to #69 relating to para. 603.3 A1

96 R604.24

Mike Ashley

See comment on R601.5

See response #62
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Comment

Task Force response

97

Liesbet
Haustermans

Make sure this gets cross referenced to R600.13 and 15 to ensure the
provisions work together by adding “, as described in paragraphs
R600.13 and R600.15”

See response #63

98 604.27 A1

Mike Ashley

Do we see a distinction between this and what is covered in 604.20 A1
above? If not should the reader be pointed back to this section?

§604.20 A1 is a description of the service whereas §604.27 A1 is an operative provision.
So no change.

99 R605.3

Mike Ashley

Just providing a cross reference doesn’t really add much. If we want to
add in this concept can I suggest reframing as “When providing an internal audit service to an audit client, the firm shall be satisfied that it
does not assume a management responsibility and in particular:”

Accepted - amended to read:

“When providing an internal audit service to an
audit client, the firm shall be satisfied that it does
not assume a management responsibility and…”

100 605.3 A2

Mike Ashley

The first sentence is repeating what has been put into the requirement. Retained in error - now deleted

101 605.5 A1

Mike Ashley

Or “internal audit services”?

Accepted - amend to read “… created by the provision of an internal audit service to an audit client …”

102 R605.6

Mike Ashley

See comment on R601.5

See response #62

103

Liesbet
Haustermans

Make sure this gets cross referenced to R600.13 and 15 to ensure the
provisions work together by adding “, as described in paragraphs
R600.13 and R600.15”

See response #63
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Comment

Task Force response

104 R606.3

Mike Ashley

See suggestion for R605.3 above

See response re R605.3

105 606.3 A1

Mike Ashley

Is significant meant to be interpreted as “voluminous” or “judgemental”? If both is that clear?

No change. This is the provision that is reverting
to the extant wording and which the Technology
Task Force is re-considering.

106 606.5 A1

Mike Ashley

Or “IT systems services”

Accepted - amended to read “… created by the
provision of an IT systems service to an audit client …”

107 R606.6

Mike Ashley

See comment on R601.5

See response #62

108

Liesbet
Haustermans

Make sure this gets cross referenced to R600.13 and 15 to ensure the
provisions work together by adding “, as described in paragraphs
R600.13 and R600.15”

See response #63

109 607.1

Mike Ashley

There are two requirements.

Noted and accepted

110 607.4
A1/607.4 A2

Mike Ashley

may affect? Often that might not be known at the time but only as the
case unfolds?

Amended §607.4 A1 to read “… the outcome of
the litigation support service will involve estimating, or might affect the estimation of, damages
or …”
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No.

Raised by

Comment

Task Force response
Amend §607.4 A2 to read “… the service involves estimating, or might affect the estimation
of, damages or other …”

111

Rich Huesken

What is the rational for this change? This additional wording could be
broadly interpreted to effectively prohibit any litigation support. Was
that the intent?

The change was made to address a concern
(raised by a Board member) that the results of a
service might affect the estimation of damages
(which may be performed by management).

For example, assume the service is simply providing the technology to
perform key word search of emails based on criteria provided by client
counsel. If an email produced shows bad conduct by company personnel, management may conclude that information must be considered in the estimation of damages. The risk that such would occur
would seem to preclude providing such service.

112

Liesbet
Haustermans

Delete last sentence, it goes against the drafting principles.

See response to #69 relating to para. 603.3 A1

113 R607.6

Mike Ashley

See comment on R601.5

See response #62

114

Liesbet
Haustermans

Make sure this gets cross referenced to R600.13 and 15 to ensure the
provisions work together by adding “, as described in paragraphs
R600.13 and R600.15”

See response #63

115 607.6 A1

Mike Ashley

Could also be a receivable?

It is an example - so not seeking to cover every
possibility. However, could amend to read “the
quantification of any provision or other amount in
the …”
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117 607.7 A2

Raised by
Liesbet
Haustermans

Liesbet
Haustermans

Comment
Is assistance meaning to go to court with your client? Or is it advising
the client re. a legal proceeding? If the latter, I think it should be reworded as such, “providing advice in connection with”. Also assisting
(holding the client’s hand), how can that affect a number in the FS?
Advising can?

Amended to read

• Should be: “Is at an acceptable level”?

• No change - §607.7 A2 addresses the position
where a PA is called as a witness of fact (not
as an expert witness) and is asked, in crossexamination or the court, for an opinion, as a
PA, on an aspect of the matter.

• Why are these words needed? ‘acts as a witness and provides an
opinion…’ is better
• Only when asked the question? So if not in response to a question
but because in the role of the acting as a witness of fact when giving
factual evidence, would create a threat?

118 607.7 A3

Liesbet
Haustermans

Task Force response

• There can still be an advocacy threat but it is considered to be at an
acceptable level

“… providing advice or assistance in connection with a legal proceeding where the outcome of the service affects the quantification …”

• The service the PA was engaged to provide did
not give rise to a threat. The issue arose because the person was asked a question which
he/she was obligated to answer.

• Accepted. Amended to read

“The advocacy threat created when acting as
an expert witness on behalf of an audit client
• I noted the TF did consider my comments re. the practical issues by
is at an acceptable level if a firm or netadopting a rule from a PAO where there is no distinction between
work …”
prohibition for PIE and non-PIE clients; so the way I read it now is
that for a non PIE and PIE it is always possible to perform the service
if you meet the conditions? If you don’t meet the conditions for a non- • This paragraph is under the heading “All Audit
Clients” - so the same conditions apply whether
PIE it is still ok however but you need separate teams as a SG.
the group of claimants includes all PIE audit clients, all non-PIE audit clients, or a combination
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No.

Raised by

Comment

Task Force response

119 Title of different parts of
sub-section

Liesbet
Haustermans

The formatting of this title with A and B… is that appropriate under
structure?

See above

120 R608.6

Mike Ashley

See comment on R601.5

See response #62

121

Liesbet
Haustermans

Make sure this gets cross referenced to R600.13 and 15 to ensure the
provisions work together by adding “, as described in paragraphs
R600.13 and R600.15”

See response #63

122 608.5 A2

Liesbet
Haustermans

Remove the “such”

Accepted - delete ‘such'

123 608.5 A3

Liesbet
Haustermans

Why is there specific reference to manag resp here? We don’t do that
above?

• The reference to management responsibility is
because it is not uncommon to take the lead
(and suggest ways of bridging gaps) when negotiating on behalf of a client .

Also the sentence should start as below to be consistent with the rest
of the section “Negotiating on behalf of the audit client might create an
• Accepted - Amend as suggested
advocacy threat”
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Paragraph
No.
124 608.6 A1

Raised by
Mike Ashley

Comment
Elsewhere we have repeated the factors etc rather than cross reference. Should we be consistent?

Task Force response
Given that the paragraphs immediately precede
§608.6, it would involve inappropriate duplication
to repeat the material.
However, as §608.5 A2 relates to a SRT, amend
to read “The considerations in paragraphs 608.5
A1, 608.5 A3 to 608.5 A4 are also relevant …”

125 R609.3

Mike Ashley

See suggestion for R605.3 above

See response re R605.3

126 R609.6 (c)
and (d)

Liesbet
Haustermans

I still don’t understand why these services are prohibited as long as
management makes the decisions. I believe it is inconsistent with the
paragraphs above. See my comments from last time if unclear as to
why.

• Sub-paragraph (c) addresses the situation
where the firm recommends the person for appointment. That is fundamentally different to
the service contemplated in §609.4 A2
• Advising on terms of employment may impact
the relationship between the firm and the individual - favourably or unfavourably

127 610.4 A1

Ellen Goria

What about adding another factor “the extent to which the firm is evalu- The reference to ‘evaluating the services’ is not
ating the services against client parameters”. Incorporation of this fac- understood.
tor could help a firm minimize the advocacy threat because if the client
indicated they are looking for potential acquisition targets that meet
certain criteria, and the firm was just reviewing potential targets to see
if they met that criteria

128

Liesbet
Haustermans

Delete last sentence, it goes against the drafting principles.
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Paragraph
No.
129 R610.5

Raised by
Ellen Goria

Comment
Advising is too broad a scope and while I appreciate the task force has
tried to focus the scope, it still seems very broad captures things that
could be permitted. For example, if the client is looking to acquire
something and they stipulate the criteria they need the potential acquisition to meet and all the firm is doing is evaluating whether they believe those entities meet that predetermined client criteria, seems like
the advocacy threat could be minimized. Also, the standard shouldn’t
conflict with engagements that can be performed as assurance engagements.

Task Force response
No change - ‘advice’ qualified by ‘investment’ in
October draft.
This paragraph does not relate to advice in relation to acquisitions etc. It relates to advice on the
merits of investment in the audit client’s own financial instruments.

130

Caroline Lee

unsure of what is intended by the addition “providing investment advice Amended to read
“A firm or a network firm shall not provide corin relation to”. Is this intended to relate to investment advice provided
porate finance services that involve promotby the firm to third parties about the audit client’s financial instruments?
ing, dealing in, or underwriting the shares,
Is this related to the provision of advice to the audit client about the fidebt or other financial instruments issued by
nancial instruments it may issue associated with a transaction? We
the audit client or provide financial investment
believe additional clarity is needed to better convey the intention of the
advice in relation to such shares, debt or
requirement, and depending on what that intention is, we may take exother financial instruments.”
ception to the prohibition

131 R610.8

Mike Ashley

See comment on R601.5

See response #62

132

Liesbet
Haustermans

Make sure this gets cross referenced to R600.13 and 15 to ensure the
provisions work together by adding “, as described in paragraphs
R600.13 and R600.15”

See response #632
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Paragraph
No.
133 400.31 A2

Raised by
Liesbet
Haustermans

Comment
• There is only one factor - amend to “A factor to consider…”
• Should this be financial statements? Do we use financial reporting
elsewhere? We use it only in “internal controls over financial reporting”
• I am puzzled here by the meaning of this provision in relation to the
provisions above. A1 talks about services provided during the FS period or after the FS period has ended, so how can a factor referring
to subsequent FS periods then affect the threats as per A1?

Task Force response
• No change - the text reads ‘Factors to be considered … include whether …’
• Accepted - amend to read “… the results of the
service provided might form part of or affect the
accounting records, the internal controls over
financial reporting, or the financial statements
on which the firm will express an opinion.”

• Do we care that the firm doesn’t audit? “that the firm will audit” remove the including

134 400.31 A4

Rich Huesken

• This paragraph was a new addition in the text of the September
meeting, so change after ED.

• Agreed

• The phrase “ the firm following appointment as the auditor” should be • §400.31 A4 is amended to read
changed to “the newly appointed audit firm”
“A circumstance that might eliminate threats to
independence created by the provision of a
• Replace “the output of such service has been the subject of audit
non-assurance service by a firm or a network
procedures by another firm” with “the output of such service has
firm prior to the audit engagement period or
been implemented or used in a period audited by another firm”.
prior to the period covered by the financial
statements is where the output of such service
has been used or implemented in a period audited by another firm.”
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Paragraph
No.
135

Raised by
Liesbet
Haustermans

Comment

• This is another situation, it is not about a service after the FS period
• The possibility that the firm may have provided
has started, it is a previous FS period, so that is different from 400.31
services in a prior financial period is specifically
Make it 400.32 and also set the context first like 400.31 A1 that apcontemplated in §R400.31 (b). To ensure clarpointment might create a threat when a service was delivered, and
ity, amended to read:
then you can end with an action to deal with that threat, which is the
previous auditor having audited the service.
“(b) Services provided to the audit client by
the firm or network firm in prior financial periods.”
• Should be rewritten as an action that eliminates the threat?

“An example of an action that eliminates such threats is when the
output of the service has been the subject of audit procedures by
another firm (outside of the network?)”
• How can a threat not impair independence? This is incorrect language. If you have a threat that is not at an acceptable level, then it
impairs independence.

136 R400.32

Rich Huesken

Task Force response

Believe that materiality should continue to be a consideration when
consider self-review threat in the audit period but before the professional engagement period. In many situations, a professional accountant/firm will not know they might have an opportunity to bid on the
audit in the future when they are engaged and perform a NAS to the
non audit client. Subsequently the proposal may arise. Materiality
consideration of the impact of the item is not unreasonable.
A consequence of not allowing materiality as a consideration, may significantly limit an entity’s choice of auditors.
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“A circumstance that might eliminate threats to
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Paragraph
No.
137

Raised by
Liesbet
Haustermans

Comment
• “Would” is not structure language; this should be “creates”

• Accepted - amended to “might”

• Re (b) - A continuing threat isn’t used under structure, it should be
“threat”

• Noted - amended to “… to address any threats
to its independence as auditor arising from the
provision of such service.”

• Re (c) - Remove ‘continuing ’as per above; and replace “would” with
“will”

138 400.32 A 1

Liesbet
Haustermans

Task Force response

• The 1st bullet is not an action; therefore rephrase the paragraph as
follows:

“A reasonable and informed third party will generally determine
that any threats to the firm’s independence from the provision of
non-assurance services to a public interest entity prior to appointment as auditor of that entity, are eliminated or reduced to
an acceptable level when:
(a) The results of the service have been subject to …
(b) The firm engages… or;
(c) The PIE engages…”
• Amend 2nd bullet to read “… to perform a review that is equivalent to
an engagement quality review of the first …”

• Accepted - amended to “… any threats to the
firm’s independence as auditor have been or
will be eliminated …”

• Accepted - amend to read:
“Circumstances that might be regarded by a
reasonable and informed third party as representing actions to eliminate or reduce to an
acceptable level any threats to the firm’s independence from the provision of non-assurance services to a public interest entity prior
to appointment as auditor of that entity include where:
•
•
•

The results …
The firm …
The public …”

• No change

• Remove ‘in either case’, as that is covered by the‘ or’, it is considered
• Accepted - delete “in either case,”
unclear language under structure

139 950.4

Liesbet
Haustermans

Same comments as under Part 4A

Conform to first sentence of §600.5
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No.

Raised by

Comment

140 950.5 A1

Liesbet
Haustermans

This bit on NAS should be deleted as per language in part 4B, it
doesn’t work otherwise. You cannot have a SM of a NAS. Look at the
definition of SM.

Amended - Delete “… of the non-assurance engagement …”

141 950.7 A2

Mike Ashley

Not sure why this has moved? R900.13 and R900.14 are all to do with
assuming a management responsibility in relation to the subject matter
etc so fitted well as a sub-bullet below?

The change was made to conform the paragraph
with the equivalent paragraph in section 600 §600.9 A1 – Reverted to ED positioning

142

Liesbet
Haustermans

Remove the word ‘different’, as not done per structure

Conform to §600.9 A2

143 950.7 A2

Liesbet
Haustermans

See comments re 600.9 A2

See response to 600.9 A2

144 950.10 A2

Mike Ashley

The way this is expressed assumes there is such a body – that won’t
always be the case.

The hypothesis in §950.10 A1 (b) is that the results of the engagement ‘will be ’provided to an
entity established to oversee the operation of the
sector or activity. Therefore, as §950.10 A2 expressly relates to the circumstance contemplated
in sub-para (b), such a body should be in existence.
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No.

Raised by

Comment

Task Force response

145

Liesbet
Haustermans

There isn’t always an “TCWG” in an assurance engagement given you Noted - amend to read
may have been engaged by an external party to perform the assurance
“… address it to the party engaging the firm or
engagement at the PIE; have a look at eg. the breach provisions in
those charged with governance of the assurR900.51 extant code, it talks about talking to the party who engaged
ance entity of the assurance client and to
you or TCWG, as you can be engaged by someone external to the asthe …”
surance client; that is the big difference with part 4A audit client. So I
don’t think that TCWG will really care when another party actually engaged the practitioner to perform the assurance engagement.

146 R900.33

Liesbet
Haustermans

Amend to ‘the party engaging the firm or TCWG’

Noted - amend to read
“… discusses the matter with the party engaging the firm or those charged with governance
of the assurance client.”

147 900.34 A1

Liesbet
Haustermans

This section doesn’t make a lot of sense in the context of an assurance Noted - amend to read
engagement, especially when the engaging party is different from the
“… and application material that is relevant to
RP or the party responsible for the SM.
the communications with a party engaging the
firm or those charged with governance of the
assurance client.”

148 900.34 A2

Liesbet
Haustermans

This new paragraph ignores the situation where the engaging party is
different from the assurance client.

Noted - amend to read
“Communicating with a party engaging the
firm or those charged with governance of the
assurance client might be appropriate …”
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